
The Choice  Part II   December 8th, 2019  Roots & Reflections 
 
LIVING IN THE PRESENT 
Question: what are you attached to that is really dispensible? 
 
INTERDEPENDENCE  
Question: In peaceful times the stakes are less intense, less life-threatening. What are the 
boundaries of interdependence? Where in your life does it seem essential? (Journalling) 
 
RUNNING AWAY FROM PAIN  
When does choosing not to battle do more harm? Can we know this in the moment? 
 
THE UNLIVED LIFE   
How easily the life we didn’t live becomes the only life we prize, the secret unsaid. (negative 
thinking what we don’t have instead of what we do have.) There are always two worlds. The 
one that I choose and the one I deny, which inserts itself without my permission. What is an 
unlived part of your life? 
 
THE CHOICE VIKTOR FRANKL Man’s search for meaning is the primary motivation in his life. 
This meaning is unique and specific in that it must and can be fulfilled by him alone; only then 
does it achieve a significance which will satisfy his own will to meaning. 
Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms – to choose 
one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.  Each moment is a 
choice. No matter how frustrating or boring or constraining or painful or oppressive our 
experience, we can always choose how we respond. 
 
ELLIS: Our BELIEF determines our feelings and our FEELINGS in turn influence our BEHAVIOUR. 
To change our behavior, Ellis taught, we must change our feelings, and to change our feelings, 
we change our thoughts. 
 
PAIN IS INEVITABLE SUFFERING IS OPTIONAL 
DYAD:  What can you identify are assumptions/prejudices that might be limiting you right now? 
 
SURVIVAL SKILLS 
You can live in the prison of the past, or you can let the past be the springboard that helps you 
reach the life you want now.  
 
FEELING IS HEALING. Feelings, no matter how powerful, aren’t fatal. But you can’t heal what 
you can’t feel. To heal is to cherish the wound.  JOURNALLING:  What inside is trying to get your 
attention? PAIN IS A FOUR LETTER WORD. 
 
 
 
 



STEPS IN THE PATH TO HEALING - DYAD: THE 4 QUESTIONS: 
a. What do you want? 
b. Who wants it? 
c. What are you going to do about it? 
d. When? 

  
Healing is possible when we choose to take responsibility, when we choose to take risks, and 
finally, when we release the wound, to let go of the past or the grief. 
 
TIME DOESN’T HEAL 
It’s what you do with the time. 
DYAD: what do you need to let go of in order to take this risk? These risks? 
 
HEALING ISN’T ABOUT RECOVERY; IT’S ABOUT DISCOVERY   
Discovering hope in hopelessness, discovering an answer where there doesn’t seem to be one, 
discovering that it’s not what happens that matters – it’s what you do with it. 
 
RECOGNIZING HAPPINESS –  
Group Exercise: What does happiness feel like? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE CHOICE PART II  READINGS    DEC 8/19 
 
READING 1 LIVING IN THE PRESENT 
Bela passes up minister of agriculture post – “Yesterday’s Nazis become today’s Communists,” 
he says – his Opel Adam convertible is driven off the road one day. Bela isn’t hurt but the driver 
sufferes minor injuries. Bela goes to his house to bring supplies and good wishes for his 
recovery. The driver cracks the door but won’t open it all the way. His wife calls from another 
room. “Don’t let him in,” she says. Bela forces the door open and sees one of his mother’s 
finest tablecloths on their table. 

He comes home and checks the cabinet where the good linens are stored. Many items 
are missing. I expect him to be angry, to fire the driver, maybe other employees. He shrugs. 
“always use your beautiful things,” he tells me. “You never know when they’ll be gone.” 
 
 



READING 2 Part I INTERDEPENDENCE PART I 
[We are all choosing a new life after the war.] Yet I think of the day during the war when I was 
too sick to work, when Magda went to the ammunition factory without me and it was bombed, 
when Magda could have run free but chose to return to the barracks to rescue me. I have found 
a good and lucky life. There is no need for her to see to my survival now. But if there is one 
small piece of hell I miss, it is the part that made me understand that survival is a matter of 
interdependence, that survival isn’t possible alone. In choosing different directions, my sisters 
and I, are we in danger of breaking the spell? 
 
READING 2 Part II INTERDEPENDENCE PART II  
“Penicillin,” I say. “Enough for a sick child. 
He laughs at the impossibility of my request. “There’s no penicillin here,” he says. “I’ll hve to fly 
to London. I can leave today. Return tomorrow. It’ll cost.” The price he names is twice the 
amount Bela has wrapped in newspaper and put in my purse. 
 I don’t waiver. I say what I will pay him. I say the exact amount I carry. “It must be done. 
If you don’t go, I’ll find someone else” I think of the guard the day we left Auschwitz, my 
cartwheel, his wink. I have to speak to the part of this man that will cooperate with me. “You 
see this bracelet?” I pull up my sleeve to reveal the gold bracelet that I have worn every day 
since Marianne’s birth. 
 He nods. Maybe he imagines how it will look on his wife or girlfriend’s wrist. Maybe he 
is mentally calculating the price he can get for it. 
 “My husband gave this to me when our daughter was born. Now I am giving you the 
opportunity to save our daughter’s life.” 
 I see his eyes flicker with something bigger than greed. “Give me the money,” he says. 
“Keep the bracelet.” 
 
 
 
 
 
READING 3  RUNNING AWAY FROM PAIN  (BOX IT OFF!!!) 

We don’t yet know the damage we perpetuate by cutting ourselves off from the past, by 
maintaining our conspiracy of silence. We are convinced that the more securely we lock the 
past away, the safer and happier we will be. 

But I didn’t find freedom. I made a cell of my dread and sealed the lock with silence. 
…I can’t stop my sister Klara’s voice from creeping into my head. Two cripples. How is that 
going to work out? I cry in the bathroom.  Do it silently, come out cheerful. I don’t know that 
fears kept hidden only grow more fierce. I don’t know that my habits of providing and placating 
– of pretending – are only making us worse.  
 
READING 4  THE UNLIVED LIFE   
How easily the life we didn’t live becomes the only life we prize. (negative thinking what we 
don’t have instead of what we do have.) TABOO – the secret not said.  
 



There are always two worlds. The one that I choose and the one I deny, which inserts itself 
without my permission. 
[Bela passed his CPA. Edith had 3rd child. They watch on TV a Jew from Budapest on the 
women’s gymnastics team, warm up for her floor routine. She is 35, six years older than I am… 
we would have trained together. “Pay attention!” Bela tells the girls. “She’s Hungarian, like us.” 
to watch Agnes Keleti take the floor is to watch my other half, my other self. The one who 
wasn’t sent to Auschwitz. [Keleti bought ID papers from a Christian girl in Budapest and fled to 
a remote village where she waited out the war, working as a maid.] The one whose mother 
lived. Who picked up the seam of her old life after the war, who hasn’t let her hardships or her 
age destroy her dream. 
 Her Soviet competitor takes the floor…. Bela boos loudly. Little Audrey, two years old, 
does the same. I tell them both to hush. I watch Larisa Latynina the way the judges do, the way 
Keleti must be watching her…I see that her high kick is maybe a little higher than Keleti’s, I see 
the buoyancy of her flips, the way she lands in a full split. 
 In the end, Keleti and Latynina share the gold. Keleti grimaces from the pedestal. “Mom, 
why are you crying?” Marianne asks me. “I’m not,” I say. 
 Deny. Deny. Deny. Who am I protecting? My daughter? Or myself? 
 
 
READING 5 PART I:  Edith reads Viktor Frankl’s book 

For every page I read, I want to write ten. What if telling my story could lighten its grip 
instead of tightening it? What if speaking about the past could heal it instead of calcify it? What 
if silence and denial aren’t the only choices to make in the wake of catastrophic loss? 

Frankl understands how a man who has nothing left in this world may still know bliss, be 
it only for a brief moment, in the contemplation of his beloved. My heart opens. I weep. It is my 
mother speaking to me from the page, from the oppressive dark of the train: just remember, no 
one can take away from you what you’ve put in your mind. We can’t choose to vanish the dark, 
but we can choose to kindle the light. 
 
READING 5  PART II: P 156 THE CHOICE VIKTOR FRANKL 

Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms – to 
choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.  Each 
moment is a choice. No matter how frustrating or boring or constraining or painful or 
oppressive our experience, we can always choose how we respond. 
 
READING 6 P 172 PAIN IS INEVITABLE SUFFERING IS OPTIONAL  
We will all have unpleasant experiences in our lives, we will make mistakes, we won’t always 
get what we want. This is part of being human. The mistaken belief leading to suffering is that 
the unpleasant things in our lives are all we deserve. 
 
READING 7:  SURVIVAL SKILLS 
I met survivors who had gone back to school, who had opened businesses, who had built 
tremendous close friendships, who faced daily life with a sense of discovery. [But] not everyone 
I interviewed was thriving. I saw a lot of silent parents; children who didn’t know how to feel 



about their parents’ silence and numbness, who blamed themselves; suvivors who remained in 
the past. “Never, ever will I forgive,” many told me. Many people harbored revenge fantasies…I 
had fantasized about confronting my oppressors – I wanted to find Mengele in Paraguay where 
he had fled prosecution under Nuremberg Trials. 
It is important to assign blame to the perpetrators. Nothing is gained if we close our eyes to 
wrong, if we give someone a pass, if we dismiss accountability… as my fellow survivors taught 
me, you can live to avenge the past, or you can live to enrich the present. You can live in the 
prison of the past, or you can let the past be the springboard that helps you reach the life you 
want now. 
 
ALL THE SURVIVORS HAD SOMETHING IN COMMON: we had no control over the most 
consuming facts of our lives, but we had the power to determine how we experienced life after 
trauma. We could continue to be victims after the oppression ended, or we could learn to 
thrive.: we can choose to be our own jailors, or we can choose to be free. The Biggest Prison is in 
Your Own Mind. 
 
READING 8: Viktor Frankl: Man’s search for meaning is the primary motivation in his life. 
This meaning is unique and specific in that it must and can be fulfilled by him alone; only then 
does it achieve a significance which will satisfy his own will to meaning. When we abdicate 
taking responsibility for ourselves, we are giving up our ability to create and discover meaning 
ie we give up on life. 
 
READING 9:  RECOGNIZING HAPPINESS  
…as my womb expands, so do my self-confidence and determination. I don’t hide in the 
corners. I gain fifty pounds, and when I walk in the streets I push out my stomach and watch 
reflections of this new version of me glide by in shop windows. I don’t immediately recognize 
this feeling. Then I remember. This is what it feels like to be happy. 
 
 
What inside is trying to get your attention? 
 
What are your feelings associated with this? Sad, mad, glad, scared? 
 

1. What do you want? 
2. Who wants it? 
3. What are you going to do about it? 
4. When? 
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